
Chun Sheng, Liao Website: https://gnehs.net/ 
GitHub: https://github.com/gnehs 
E-mail: gnehs@gnehs.net

2021, 2023

Camp Development Team Leader

SITCON 
Students' Information Technology Conference

Led a team of developers to build the event website, which
provided information to attendees.
Coordinated with designers, project managers, and other teams to
ensure smooth development and timely delivery of the website
(sitcon.camp/2023, sitcon.camp/2021).

2022

Development Team Leader

SITCON 
Students' Information Technology Conference

Led a team of developers to build the conference website
(sitcon.org/2022).
Generated social preview images for each conference session,
allowing users to share session links with attractive previews.
Achieved a 50% increase in construction speed compared to the
previous year's conference website by leveraging Vue 3.

2020 - 2024

National Taipei University of Technology (NTUT)

Information and Finance Management

Back-end

Pro�cient in building server-side applications using Node.js
and Express.js. And experienced in creating and managing
RESTful APIs using Node.js.

2017 - 2020

National Douliou Vocational High School of Home

Economics & Commerce

Data Processing Department

Front-end

I have experience developing responsive and user-friendly
web interfaces with Vue.js and React.js. And familiar with
third-party libraries like vue-router, Piana and Framer
Motion.

NTUT Course ( )

Crawler, IndexedDB, PWA, Vue, Nuxt, GitHub Actions

NTUT Course ( ) is a web application that
provides course information for students at National Taipei
University of Technology (NTUT)

https://ntut-course.gnehs.net/

Convenient feature that allows users to import courses
directly into their personal calendars, making it easier
for students to keep track of their schedules.
An attractive and responsive user interface with
advanced search and con�ict identi�cation
functionalities make course scheduling hassle-free.
Over 12,000 visitors in the past year.

 

TaiwanZipcode (  3+3 )

Vue 3, Vite, SASS, GitHub Actions 

TaiwanZipcode is a web-based tool that allows users to
search for the 3+3 postal codes of locations in Taiwan
using keywords.

https://zipcode.gnehs.net/

The user interface includes an autocomplete input �eld,
which allows users to quickly �nd the location they are
looking for and retrieve the corresponding postal code. 
The tool is built with modern web development
technologies and responsive design, making it
accessible and user-friendly across a variety of
devices.
Unlike the o�cial Taiwan Post website, TaiwanZipcode
doesn't require users to enter a veri�cation code before
accessing search results.
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